
Soldering Kit
Comprising 30W iron and 100W soldering gun,
both with 1.2 metre cable and UK plug, soldering
tip, tube of solder, flux, solder sucker, tweezers,
wire holder/pointer and workpiece clamp with
magnifier. For 230V 50/60Hz single phase supplies.
Supplied in a rigid carrying case.
TS480-15 Soldering kit

Tool Roll
Heavy duty PVC with fabric bound edges and 
securing tapes. With eight pockets. Overall length
when opened 390mm.
TS550-10 Tool roll

Storage Containers
Transparent acrylic. Designed to provide visible
storage of small laboratory items. Hinged lids 
provide rapid filling and dispensing. these bench-
mounting units provide simple, convenient and 
visible storage for small items such as pipette tips,
septa etc. Dimensions stated are H x W x D.
SX200-15 2-compartment unit

365 x 140 x 160mm
SX200-18 3-compartment unit

210 x 210 x 160mm
SX200-20 4-compartment unit

210 x 290 x 160mm

Storage Rack
Polypropylene open tiered rack, bench mounting,
for storing small laboratory items such as corks,
bungs, pipettor tips, small bottles etc. Stops 
prevent the bins falling off the ends and to
improve visibility the bins can be angled down by
approximately 7°. Overall dimensions of each
assembly 380 x 500 x 305mm H x W x D.

Tiers Bins of 
H x W x D, mm

SX210-14 4 8 of 50 x 125 x 130
4 of 75 x 125 x 170
4 of 100 x 125 x 225

Storage Cabinets
With transparent tough plastic drawers mounted
in a strong steel frame. Allow clean storage of
small laboratory items, components, spares etc.
Units can be wall or bench mounted. A retaining
lip at the rear prevents the drawers from falling
out of the cabinet. Overall dimensions of each 
cabinet 420 x 307 x 150mm H x W x D.

Drawers of
H x W x D, mm

SX225-10 36 of 35 x 64 x 135
SX225-14 18 of 57 x 87 x 135
SX225-18 6 of 57 x 275 x 135

SX225-22 24 of 35 x 64 x 135
3 of 57 x 87 x 135
1 of 57 x 275 x 135

Storage Cabinet, large depth
General construction and uses as SX225 series but
with transparent, tough plastic drawers 240mm
deep. Overall 440 x 360 x 250mm. Can be wall or
bench mounted. With 8 drawers each 85 x 160 x
240mm H x W x D.
SX230-10 Cabinet, large depth

Wall mounting Storage Bin panels – see SX215.

Soldering to Storage
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TS480-15 SX200-18, SX200-15 and SX200-20 are similar

SX225-22
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